


Neptolux is a pioneer in the design of environmentally friendly emergency light 
systems (Design for Environment, DfE), as it places a high priority on environ-
mentally friendly values in its product development. The system is based on 
LED solutions that consider the useful life of the entire emergency light system, 
from its installation to the recycling of the equipment in the end of the life-cycle. 
The Neptolux emergency light systems use fully recyclable materials that do 
not place an unnecessary load on the environment. 
Due to their unique low-voltage solution, cabling costs are reduced by 60 % 
during installation when compared to old central battery-based systems. Due 
to its luminary-specific backup power source, the Neptolux lighting system can 
use regular fire alarm cabling, instead of heavy FRH cables. Due to its unique 
guidance software, installation costs, including configuration processes, are 
significantly lower than that of traditional systems.  

The environmentally friendly values in the Neptolux emergency lighting system 
are specifically evident in the energy costs and CO2 emissions, which are as-
sociated with using and maintaining the system. The adjacent table compares 
the energy consumption and CO2 emissions of emergency light systems using 
fluorescent technology and the Neptolux security light system, on an annual 
basis in a 100-luminaries system.

Green Life Cycle Emergency Light System

Emergency Light System

2354,69 kg

10512 kWh

784,90 kg

3504 kWh

98,11 kg

438 kWh

A 100-luminaries system
Annual CO2 emissions (KG)*  
and energy consumption (kWh)

* 224g / kWh VTT Technical Research 
Centre of Finland 2010
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The Neptolux emergency light system 
has also been designed, bearing op-
erational safety and user-friendliness 
in mind. An internal control system has 
been included with the system. It con-
stantly controls the condition of the lights’ 
LEDs and batteries. If necessary, the 
system will provide specific information 
on the status, either locally on a keypad 
or by transferring it to the control centre of 
the service provider using an IP or GSM 
network. Using graphical software, the 
status information can be linked with the 
floor plans showing the alarm locations.

The exit and route lights of the Neptolux 
system can also be installed into the Pro-
dex fire alarm system. The integrated fire 
alarm/emergency light system, Prodex 
FIREscape, is able to guide people out 
of the building during the event of a fire 
alarm.

The benefits of Neptolux:

• Environmentally friendly in energy costs and C02 emissions 
• A cost-efficient system to implement and maintain
• No complicated measurements required for the installation
• Exit and emergency lights, which use the same channel
• Easy installation
• No expensive cabling
• Bus length 500/1,000M
• Up to 127 luminaries, using one bus
• Top-notch operational reliability, using luminary-specific 

backup power sources 
• Easy to service and maintain
• The system includes an automatic testing feature
• An existing system can be easily updated to use addresses 

without requiring additional cabling



Energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions
A Neptolux exit luminary consumes 
less than 0.5W, including the power 
loss. A similar 8W fluorescent light 
exit luminary will consume approxi-
mately 12W. When compared to 230V 
LED lights, Neptolux products save 
more than 50 % of energy. The lower 
energy consumption directly corre-
lates with lower CO2 emissions. For 
example, replacing 100 230V fluo-
rescent exit luminaries with Neptolux 
LED-based exit lights, CO2 emissions 
would be reduced by 2,100 KG annu-
ally! These cost savings are approxi-
mately €800 annually.
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Neptolux

A traditional system 

A cost comparison of systems over 10 years
(150 exit lights, 350 route lights . Using 2007 electricity pricing)

A pioneer in exit lighting
Neptolux is an intelligent emer-
gency light system. The light cabling 
is completed using a so-called tree 
structure, which means that several 
branches can be isolated from the 
main cable for different floors and 
locations of the facility. Due to its pro-
grammability, exit and route lights can 
be freely installed to the bus without 
having to group to exit or route light. 
The control panel constantly monitors 
the condition of the luminaries and 
regularly performs the periodical test-
ing required by legislation.

Adjusting and monitoring 
the brightness of the light-
ing
Neptolux luminaries use LEDs, in 
order to generate the necessary il-
lumination whilst using as low a cur-
rent as possible. Even at its highest, 
the  LED current usage is only 80% 
of the recommended currents of LED 
manufacturers. This way, the light 
power consumption has been kept 
to a minimum and the useful life has 
been extended. 

The use of several LEDs in the lu-
minaries is also a safety factor, as 
even with the malfunction of one LED, 
the light will still illuminate. Neptolux 
luminaries have a brilliant brightness 
control and monitoring system, which 
will increase the brightness of the 
other LEDs, when a malfunction of 
one or more LEDs is detected.
  



An easy and quick installation creates 
savings
Installation-friendly emergency lights are literally in-
stalled at the turn of a hand. The cabling and bases of 
luminaries can be installed in advance and the lights 
are attached to the bases during the final phases of 
construction. This way, the unit is not required to be 
protected from construction-related dust, dirt and dam-
ages.

Top-class operational reliability
According to a new way of thinking, the Neptolux lumi-
naries are connected using KLMA 2 x 0.8 + 0.8 cabling, 
which reduces installation costs and is also traditionally 
used with fire alarm systems. All Neptolux luminaries are 
equipped with battery backups. The lights will function in 
every situation, even in the event that the control panel is 
damaged or inoperable or the bus cable is severed. The 
Neptolux emergency light system fulfils all security light 
standards,  such as EN 50172, for example. The functions 
of the system are new and unique in the world.

An illuminated hallway
The installation gap for LED-based route lights can be 
12 metres, at a height of 3 meters. The lights have one 
high power LED, which illuminates the floor in a rectan-
gular pattern. When compared to the traditional spot 
light, the NA68 illuminates a uniform path in both width 
and length. The brightness of the route light is x-6.5 lx, 
depending on the distance. The lights are suitable for 
hallways and other passageways.
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NF68 installation height 3,5 metres, 12 m gap

Innovative evacuation system - twice as safe-
Prodex FIREscape is not only an integrated fire alarm 
and emergency lighting system, it is an evacuation 
system with integrated intelligent guidance features, 
which directs people to a safe route out of the building 
in an emergency situation. When the system detects a 
fire and identifies its location, the information is used to 
control the status of variable exit signs. When neces-
sary, a red warning symbol is activated on the signs, 
indicating an unsafe escape route, thus directing staff 
and customers to other safe emergency exits.
The guiding exit signs may also be remotely controlled 
when needed, allowing the system to be used in di-
recting the flow of people. The equipment consists 
of Hedengren Security’s PRODEX Fire Alarm panel 
and NEPTOLUX exit and route lights in addition to the 
detectors manufactured by Hochiki Ltd. The system’s 
fire alarm panel, fire detectors and emergency lights all 
meet European standard EN54 requirements for fire 
alarm systems. In addition, the emergency lights meet 
the EN standards set for emergency lighting, including 
EN50172.

m
etres

3 seconds

the installation 
is complete



The system structure
Neptolux brings the newest technology and opportunities 
to exit lighting. 

The heart of the Neptolux security system is the address-
allocated NEPTO-254 emergency light panel centre, to 
which a total of 254 exit and/ or route lights can be at-
tached. With the Neptolux emergency light system, LEDs 
(Light Emitting Diode) act as both the exit and route light 
source. In exit use, it ensures an approximately 10-year 
life for the life source. The useful life of the light source 
follows the life-cycle of the building. 

Maintenance
The EN 50172 security system standard has 
placed particular attention on the operational 
condition of emergency light systems. The 
system is to be regularly tested once a month, 
at the minimum. The control panel of the 
Neptolux emergency light system continu-
ously monitors and tests the functionality of 
the system automatically. Information on the 
procedures is stored in the memory of the 
panel and the malfunction/alarm information 
is displayed on the screen of the keypad  

GSM
The responsible monitoring of the NEPTO-254 
emergency light system can be handled re-
gardless of the time and place, using a GSM 
alarm transmitting unit. The system error 
information can be easily directed to the GSM 
numbers of the end users or service com-
pany. A so-called alarm circle can be formed 
using the desired numbers, in order to ensure 
the delivery of the information during events 
where the key person is outside the active 
range of the telephone.
 

Cabling
The cabling of the Neptolux system is easy 
and quick to create using KLMA 2 x 0.8 + 0.8 
cabling. A loop does not have to be built into 
the system and the wiring can be divided, 
if necessary, in respect to specific floors or 
zones. Exit lights can be connected in paral-
lel, without grouping to exit and route lighting. 
The installation base-thinking by Neptolux 
allows the connection of the cabling prior to 
the installation of the actual lights. When de-
sired, luminaries can be installed to the base 
using an easy rotating motion, based on the 
progress of the construction effort, without 
any connection work.

Control centre
The error information of the Neptolux emer-
gency light system can be linked to HHL 
graphic software floor-plans as alarm points, 
as part of the security system of the entire 
facility. Additionally, using NEPTOINSTALL 
software, the Neptolux emergency light sys-
tem can be maintained from the control room.

Route light 
The lights have one 
h igh power  LED, 
which illuminates the 
floor in a rectangular 
pattern.

Due to the unique flex-it hinges of the exit light, the same 
light can be placed both on the wall and on the ceiling. 

The equipment is controlled using a modern, small-sized 
NEPTO-KLG keypad panel, equipped with a graphic 
display. The address and location information of the dam-
aged light can be read from the display in the selected 
language. The language options of the centre are Finnish, 
Swedish, Norwegian, English, and Estonian. 



Keypad panel 
The functions of the lights can be guided 
and tested centrally from one keypad. 

Exit light 
The brightness of the exit lights can be con-
trolled according to the conditions. The power 
usage of the lights during standby mode is 
small, due to LED technology. If the exit route 
lighting is considered to be disturbing, the 
brightness level can be reduced. If neces-
sary, the lights will brighten again automati-
cally.

General 
light
Stairway lights can be installed at exits which 
are difficult to navigate and poorly lit. The 
general lights are also addressable and 
LED-based.

HedGraphics
The system is lined to a triple-level Hed-
Graphics –alarm graphics software, which 
can gradually be used to identify the location 
of a damaged unit, starting from a map view 
and ending up with a room-specific image. 
The software is ideal for the needs of re-
mote monitoring and it can also be used in 
conjunction with other Hedengren Security 
systems. 
•  HEDSAM access control system
•  HHL intruder alarm system
• PRODEX fire alarm system





HedGraphics 
alarm graphics software
The alarms and error information of the Nep-
tolux emergency system can be linked to 
graphic software floor-plans as alarm points, 
as part of the security system of the entire 
facility. 
• the alarm graphics software is compatible 

with Win2000, XP and NT platforms 
• displays the error information of lights 

on the floor-plan of the building on the 
computer screen 

• includes the software protection module 
HHL-SMARTKEY

NEPTO-127  
emergency light panel 
In normal conditions, the power source unit 
NEPTO-LITE feeds the operational voltage 
to addressable exit and route lights.  During 
power outages, the lights function under their 
own batteries. Damaged lights are reported 
using warning lights on the central unit and 
with damaged light indicators.
• lights: 127 addressable route and exit lights 
• connection voltage: 35 VAC / 120 VA 
• nominal voltage: 24 VDC / 2.5 A 
• I/O outputs: 1 relay output 
• dimensions: 270 x 350 x 84 mm 

PVS-120A/35V  
transformer for NEPTO-127 
emergency light panel
• 35 VAC, 120 VA 
• output: 35 VAC / 120 VA 
• protection class: IP40 
• operational temperature: max. 40°C 
• wall installation 
• manufacturing class: SS 4270203 (EN60742) 

NEPTO-254  
addressable emergency 
light panel 
The emergency light panel NEPTO 254 has 
two buses channels. Each bus can accom-
modate 127 freely placed exit and/or route 
lights. The NEPTO-254 feeds the operation-
al voltage to the lights during normal condi-
tions, whilst also completing the continuous 
testing and monitoring of the equipment of 
the system. All the event information is saved 
in the memory of the control panel, from 
which they are accessible for the NEPTO-
KLG keypad to display.
• lights: 254 addressable route and/or exit lights 
• connection voltage: 29 VAC (150 VA) 
• nominal voltage: 12 VDC 
• internal batteries: 7.2 Ah 
• I/O outputs: 1 relay output and 7 digital 

outputs 
• modem connection: RS-232 
• user panel connection: RS-485/9600 baud 
• event memory: 500 events 
• dimensions: 295 x 475 x 100 mm

PVS-222/35V  
transformer for NEPTO 
254 emergency light 
panels
• 35 VAC, 220 VA 
• output: 35 VAC / 220 VA 
• protection class: IP44 
• operational temperature: max. 30°C 
• wall installation: with four screws 
• manufacturing class: SS 4270203 (EN60742) 
• weight: 3.2 kg

NEPTO-KLG  keypad
The emergency light panel NEPTO-254 is 
operated through a small-sized  graphical 
display, equipped with a NEPTO-KLG key-
pad. There system can have a total of 8 units.
• nominal voltage: 12 VDC 
• display: graphical display 128 x 64 pixels 
• display viewing area: 60.0 x 32.5 mm 
• colour: white case colour 
• dimensions: 147 x 144 x 29 mm 
• intended for the NEPTO-254 panel 

product code for the panel

NEPTO-KLG NEPTO-254
 

Products



NF 68  
A power-Led based 
addressable route-light 
• Colour white
• Material fire resistant ABS plastic
• Back-up time 1/3 h
• Protection class IP 41
• Dimensions Ø 99,7 x 42 mm  

+( 10 mm base YBN-R/3)

NEPTO-STEP 
addressable route light 
An LED-based, addressable step lighting 
unit, which is installed in a single power outlet.
• material: fire resistant ABS plastic 
• fire class: UL94V-O 
• operation time 1 h/3 h 
• protection class: IP 44 
• dimensions: 80 x 80 x 12 mm 
• installation to an outlet 

NFW 20-D   
addressable exit sign 
• material fire resistant ABS plastic
• fire resistance UL94 v0
• viewing distance 21 m
• IP 41
• back-up time + 3 h
• models 20 D( down ), 20L ( left )  

20R ( right ). Interchangeable symbols. 
• depth, wall mounting : 71,3 mm. height, 

ceiling mounting: 191,5 mm  
+( 10 mm ybn-R3 base ) 

NF 20  
addressable exit sign frame
 

NF20G-R 
exit symbol 20m
• NF20G-L: Left
• NF20G-R: Right 

NF40 D  
addressable exit sign 
• material fire resistant ABS plastic
• fire resistance UL94 v0
• viewing distance 41 m, ip 41
• back-up time + 3 h
• models 40 D( down), 40L (left) 40R (right)

Interchangeable symbols. 
• depth, wall mounting : 71,3 mm. Height, 

ceiling mounting: 336,4 mm  
+( 10 mm ybn-R3 base ) 

product code for the panel

NA55 NEPTO-254

NF40 
addressable exit sign frame

NF40G-L  
exit symbol 40m
• NF40G-L: Left
• NF40G-R: Right 

NF20BO  
Blackout tape
The tape can be used to change a hanging 
two-sided exit light into a one sided light.
• colour: silver

NF40BO  
Blackout tape
The tape can be used to change a hanging 
two-sided exit light into a one sided light.
• colour: silver

YBN-R/3 
base 
A general base for exit and route lights with 
connection points for cabling. The base does 
not include the light electronics or battery.
• colour: ivory 
• material: ABS plastic 
• fire class: UL94 V-O 
• connectors: stainless steel 
• protection class: IP 44 
• dimensions (Ø x h): 100 x 10 mm 

NEPTO-install  
installation and  
programming software
• for programming and maintaining the 

NEPTO-254 panel 
• HHL-OHJKA programming cable required 

for the programming

TCH-B100 
programming unit
• for programming route and exit lights 

addresses 
• includes the PL-3 programming cable









NEPTO-I/O 
I/O unit 
The I/O unit is linked to the bus channel of 
the emergency light panel, from which it re-
ceives the necessary operational voltage. 
The start switches and phase monitors are 
connected to the system using the I/O unit.
• 4 inputs 
• dimensions: 100 x 110 x 35 mm

HHL-RS232-ISOLFL  
RS232 isolator
When connecting the NEPTO-254 panel’s 
RS232 outputs to devices that have protec-
tive grounding (grounded power connector), 
for example, a PC / printer, ground leakages 
may occur in the connection. This is usually 
caused by the devices’ RS232 connection’s 
negative (-) wire being connected to the pro-
tective ground. 
The aforementioned connection must be 
handled using a RS232ISOL card, if the 
RS232 unit is not located behind the same 
power feed group. Usually, this means the 
same room. The length of the RS cable with-
out the RS232-ISOL card cannot exceed 20 
metres.

HHL-LAN  
terminal server
network card, rs232<->ethernet adapter
• for connecting the NEPTO254 panel to an 

Ethernet network 
• 10/100Mbit/s 
• operational voltage 9-30VDC 
• power feed from the NEPTO254 centre 

(PRG screw connector) 
• maximum distance from the centre 200m

FL SWITCH SFN 5TX 
5-port Ethernet switch
• product by special order
• for splitting an Ethernet network and 

extending CAT cabling 
• RJ45 connectors 
• maximum distance to the next switch or 

terminal unit 100m 
• not controllable 
• 10/100Mbit/s 
• operational voltage (18.5 ... 30.2VDC) 
• electricity consumption ~90mA (24VDC) 
• for power feed HEDSAM POW5

FL SWITCH SFN 8TX 
8-port Ethernet switch
• product by special order
• for splitting an Ethernet network and 

extending CAT cabling 
• RJ45 connectors 
• maximum distance to the next switch or 

terminal unit 100m 
• not controllable 
• 10/100Mbit/s 
• operational voltage (18.5 ... 30.2VDC) 
• electricity consumption ~90mA (24VDC) 
• for power feed HEDSAM POW5

Ni-MH6F22  
8,4 V battery
• Metal hybrid battery 
• for old Neptolux NA/NL lights
• 8.4 VDC / 0.2 Ah

LI-PO/400 (B0408) 
LI-polymer battery 
• 400 mAh 
• 7,4 VDC 
• for Neptolux NF lights 
• max. -20°C 

RT 1270  
battery 
• 12 VDC / 7,0 Ah

NEPTO-BBS-2  
start button
An alarm starting emergency light  button in-
tended for surface installation.
• dimensions: 87 x 87 x 33/22 mm

EXTOUT-8/4.02 
relay card
Adds 8 relay outputs to the panel. All neces-
sary functions can be programmed for the 
outputs, including links to other systems. Up 
to 4 cards can be connected to the panel. 
• 8 relay outputs 1 A 30 V 
• RS-485 channel connection (DIL-128) 
• a total of 4 cards can be connected to the 

same channel 
• dimensions: 110 x 75 x 42 mm 
• rail attachment



HEDSAM POW5  
power source with battery 
backup
• 24VDC / 5A 
• short circuit protection 
• deep discharge protection 
• 230VAC network input 
• includes  two 7.2Ah batteries and a SC-

24/5 voltage adapter 

SC-24/5  
voltage reducer 
• product by special order
• voltage reducer 24VDC->5VDC 
• product by special order
• used to convert the HEDSAM POW power 

source feed, so that it is suitable for the 
PMC-100 media adapter 

GKRC-02F 
phase control unit 
For zone monitoring the Neptolux panels us-
ing Nepto I/O. It is connected to the group 
panel in order to recognise power outages.

NL-RK  
ceiling bracket 
• the bracket has threads for the installation base 
• threading for the M8 threaded rod 
• tightening with a keeper nut  
• openings for cables 
• colour: black 
• does not include a threaded bar 
• suitable for all Neptolux luminaries

PRODEXBOX casing
• dimensions 400 x 426 x 145 mm 
• for media adapters, terminal servers, 

switches 




